Leadership review
Joint review by the Chairman of the Board and the Chief Executive Officer

Since 2008, South African and world markets have
been volatile, and will likely remain so for the
foreseeable future. At the same time South Africa’s
economy has slowed to zero growth for reasons we
are all well aware of. These are the realities we face;
therefore we needn’t dwell on these issues in this
report. That is the domain of economists, analysts
and journalists.
AB la Grange Chairman of the Board
FJ Visser Chief Executive Officer

Sentinel has been investing and managing funds on
behalf of our members and pensioners for 70 years
and has weathered numerous market swings – from
boom to bust – and dramatic political shifts, both
locally and internationally. We have long accepted
the realities of our investment environment and have
evolved a long-term strategy to invest prudently
within all scenarios.
In this year of review, Sentinel made good progress
on all the strategic objectives outlined last year, but
was unable to grow the Fund’s membership to the
set target. This was largely the result of Government
postponing the implementation of retirement reform
intended for 1 March 2016 to 2018.

Sentinel’s four strategic pillars for
sustainability and growth
Long regarded as one of the finest and safest
retirement funds in South Africa, Sentinel bases its
consistent track record on four strategic pillars.
Consistently excellent investment returns

Sentinel’s investment model is founded on wellmanaged risk and long-term returns from a widely
diversified portfolio of assets based in South Africa
and offshore. Spreading risk across numerous asset
groups is the safest approach for engaging

unpredictable markets. Sentinel outsources rather
than directly employs investment managers, enabling
us to continually select from the professionals that
best fit our investment strategy. Our track record
over many years proves that Sentinel consistently
outperforms competing funds and passive
investment offerings when measured net of fees.
In this past year our well-diversified investment
portfolio again made the difference in an
exceptionally volatile market punctuated by the
‘Nenegate’ event in December 2015, which rocked
an already fragile South African economy further and
caused a major flight of investment capital out of the
country. Over the years Sentinel has developed a
sophisticated model to fit the profiles of our differing
investment portfolios for members and pensioners.
Based on 60 investment mandates vested in
31 selected investment managers, we diversified
beyond the traditional local and offshore asset
classes to also consider private equity, hedge funds
and unlisted property. At this time Sentinel has a
policy of utilising the full allocation of investments the
Fund is allowed to make offshore and in Africa.
We constantly monitor the performance of our
investment managers and regularly conduct
face-to-face appraisals with them.
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There is an ongoing debate about the merits of
active versus passive investing. Many believe that
index tracking delivers safer returns at a lower cost
of investment. Sentinel’s track record in active
investments managed by top class professionals,
proves the opposite within our specific investment
universe. Our costs are so competitively structured
that we can offer better or similar returns at a lower
cost than many passive investment funds.
Minimal costs

Unlike commercial funds, Sentinel is service, rather
than profit driven, therefore we work continuously on
behalf of our stakeholders to manage administration
costs effectively and ensure that investment
management costs reflect investment returns
achieved. We invest in value-adding infrastructure
such as advanced IT and member communication
systems. As a result, Sentinel’s costs to members
and pensioners remains significantly lower than
competing funds, which grows the investment fund
pool and its consequent payout to members,
pensioners and beneficiaries.
Top-class governance

The Fund stands out from all competitors due to our
thorough and industry leading governance structures
and reporting. Our integrated annual reports

have received international acclaim, with
Professor Keith P. Ambachtsheer of the International
Centre for Pension Management and President of
KPA Advisory Services commending Sentinel’s
proactive approach in his recent book ‘The Future of
Pension Management: Integrating Design,
Governance, and Investing (2016)’.
In this 2016 integrated report, Sentinel introduces
several best practice reporting principles as
recommended by the International Integrated
Reporting Council (IIRC). These include a business
model infographic, a more focused approach to
Sentinel’s material issues, and the ground breaking
‘six capitals’ concept. Our intention is for this report
to be even more informative and transparent than
before. An auditing standard revising the content and
format of the auditor’s report has been issued and
may be applicable to the Fund from 30 June 2017.
True to the nature of the Fund, Sentinel will embrace
the change, as it is our view that this would result in
enhanced reporting to stakeholders. In South Africa,
the new King IV corporate governance code will be
launched on 1 November 2016 and is likely to be
implemented in 2017. The draft King IV code
appears to be an improved and simplified iteration of
King III that will be useful to a wider range of
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Leadership review continued
Joint review by the Chairman of the Board and the Chief Executive Officer continued

organisations than before. We will thoroughly
evaluate this new code over the next year.
First-rate administration

Sentinel has a stable management team and
workforce, with a relatively low employee turnover.
As a result, we retain expertise and institutional
memory in the organisation, so that our
administration remains consistently first-rate. At the
same time Sentinel is mindful of the need to
transform in line with South Africa’s demographics,
therefore we are diligent in our employment equity
planning and ensuring that this process remains on
track. Due to the harmonious work culture fostered
in Sentinel over decades, all employees have
individual career paths, including a performance
management system with clear and measurable
goals and objectives, and can be developed up
through the levels in a manner that retains the
expertise required for Sentinel to maintain its
exceptional service standards. Sentinel exceeds the
requirements of the Pension Funds Act in the
manner in which it formally appraises its Board,
executive officers and service providers each year.

Combined assurance
In an industry first, Sentinel has adopted a
comprehensive combined assurance approach
optimising the assurance coverage obtained from
management, internal and external assurance
providers in the risk areas affecting the Fund.

Cradle to grave
Many of our members joined Sentinel when they first
entered employment and will remain under our
financial care until their last day dawns. The Fund
offers a seamless and zero cost transition from being
an employee member to going into retirement. There
are no advantages in converting retirement savings
into other service provider annuities, while there are
possibly financial and administrative penalties. When
converting to pensioner status, most members
choose to remain with Sentinel as they have full
confidence in our ability to generate superior returns
at minimal cost, along with excellent administration
and communication regarding their retirement funds.

Actual income replacement outcomes

The actual annuity income that retirees earn depends
on how long they have been in the Fund and
whether they have contributed consistently at the
recommended level over their entire career. The
industry targets a replacement ratio of 75% of
previous income, but members who join the Fund
early in their careers can, from the age of 60 years,
anticipate a pension in excess of this. Sentinel
performs an asset liability modelling (ALM) exercise in
support of achieving this outcome.
Pensioner annuity balance sheet

Sentinel is an industry leader in determining the
annuity factor for pensioners. When doing the
calculation, we utilise a floating discount rate and a
global best practice mortality table that has been
adjusted for our experience. This exercise is
performed annually, although legislation only requires
a statutory valuation of pensioner liabilities every
three years.

Sentinel’s differentiator: Driven by
service – not by profit
Sentinel is guided by the same non-profit principle
that characterised the mutual societies that thrived in
South Africa until the 1990s. We offer a highly
competitive fee structure and our database
technology can handle large or small employers with
equal proficiency, unlike many commercial funds that
target larger employers only. As a proven, efficient
and sophisticated umbrella fund, Sentinel is ideally
placed to help consolidate the numerous funds
operating in South Africa, in line with National
Treasury’s intention. Until recent years up to
14 000 funds were operating in South Africa, which
leaked member contributions through inefficiency,
high administrative costs and even outright
corruption. Although this number has reduced
considerably, Sentinel offers a smooth and
transparent transition for employers and members
that seize the opportunity of moving under the
Sentinel umbrella.
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The fast growing threat of cybercrime
Cybercrime rarely – if ever – features in company
leadership reports. Certainly those companies that
have been hacked will not publicise the fact.
However, in our interconnected world, the dangers
posed by cybercrime has to be faced squarely and is
now ranked among the top risks by many
organisations. As the custodian of personal data for
many thousands of private individuals, Sentinel has
proactively invested considerable time and funding to
building up layered defences against any potential
hacking attempts. As digital technology and
cybercrime evolves swiftly, our IT department will
continually update these defences.

Industry and internal transformation
As a retirement fund governed by the Pension Funds
Act, Sentinel does not issue shares or have
shareholders. We therefore support Black Economic
Empowerment (BEE) and transformation via three
channels. The first is through our internal
Employment Equity (EE) plan, in which we develop
employees from designated groups up through the
ranks. The second is by recruiting promising
graduates as interns and training them in the
financial and investment fields. Thirdly, we support a
black investment manager incubation programme
that assists start-up black investment management
firms to establish themselves in this industry and
support these managers after they have graduated
from the programme into the mainstream. This
programme has been under way for a number of
years and is proving highly successful in bringing
fresh and young black talent into the institutional
investment industry. As at 30 June 2016 nine black
investment management firms have successfully
graduated from the programme, while a further
10 black investment management firms are being
supported.

for 70 years overcome just about every market and
political swing possible, therefore we are confident
we will ride out and manage the next series of events
as successfully as before. Sentinel’s consistent
returns are based on our four strategic pillars
outlined earlier and we will continue building and
distributing incomes based on that sturdy and
well-proven foundation.

Appreciation
We were deeply saddened by the sudden passing of
Mr Leon Grobler, a longstanding and valued member
of Sentinel’s Board. On behalf of Sentinel and the
Board, we extend our condolences to his family,
friends and colleagues.
In an era when managing and extracting viable
returns from large-scale investments is exceptionally
challenging, we are profoundly grateful to the
widespread Sentinel team that made another
successful year possible. We thank all our Board
members, committee members and employees for
their contributions and efforts.
In particular, we must mention Mr Madula Mananye,
our Principal Officer, Mr John Liackman, the
Chairman of the Investment Committee, Mr Francois
Cooper, the Chairman of the Audit and Risk
Committee, and Mr Abe Bardin, the Chairman of the
Human Resource and Remuneration Committee.
They, together with our management and
employees, expertly supported the Board.
A key factor in Sentinel’s robust sustainability and
consistent results is our service providers and
business partners, without whom we could not offer
the outstanding service levels that distinguishes
Sentinel from the rest. Of course, none of this would
make any sense or be possible without the
continuing loyalty and support of the Fund’s
participating employers, members and pensioners.

Outlook for 2016/17
Much of the world has slipped into an unpredictable
and volatile period, with the South African experience
amplified by an economy that has slowed to zero
growth. This makes attempting to forecast the year
ahead a waste of your reading time. As we
mentioned at the outset of this report, Sentinel has

AB la Grange
Chairman of the Board

FJ Visser
Chief Executive Officer

6 October 2016
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Leadership review continued
Chief Financial Officer’s report

Sentinel’s financial stability is determined by the ability of the
Fund to meet its liabilities. The Fund’s financial statements
reflect only the funds and net assets of Sentinel. It is therefore
important to evaluate these assets against the Fund’s long-term
liabilities. The Fund is considered solvent when the value of
assets exceeds the value of liabilities (100% or greater). This
funding level is the ratio of the value of assets to the value of
liabilities of the Fund. Sentinel’s actuary independently
evaluates the solvency of the Fund.
JS Fouché Chief Financial Officer

The Fund has been split into different categories of
membership, each with a separate portfolio of
assets. Broadly these are the pensioner reserve,
member risk reserves and members (individual
member accounts).

Pensioner reserve
The pensioner component consists of a pool of
assets that members individually funded when they
retired. These assets, together with investment
returns less expenses, must sustain pensions and
increases awarded on pensions into the future.

Member risk reserves
The Fund has a risk benefit component where part
of the employer contribution is used to fund the risk
benefit reserve. These contributions, together with
investment returns less expenses, are used for
providing death and disability risk cover benefits.

Member individual accounts
Each member has a separate account in the Fund.
Employee and employer contributions (net of risk
benefit contributions) are credited to this account,
together with actual investment returns (positive or
negative). Total costs to administer and manage the

members’ funds are also recovered from this
account monthly. By implication the member
accounts are always fully funded (100% funding
level). At retirement the member will use the credit in
the account to buy a pension. The amount used to
buy a pension will move from the member individual
account to the pensioner reserve of the Fund.
In line with the recommendation of the Fund’s
actuary, a mismatch reserve of 0,1% of member
assets was created to fund any accounting and/or
administration errors made with the investment and
disinvestment of member fund credits and/or
benefits.
The financial wellbeing of the Fund should be
evaluated against the following important yardsticks:
The funding level of the pensioner reserve and
ability to grant pension increases
—— The funding level of the risk benefit reserve and
the ability to service risk benefit cover
—— Ability to fund cash needs as required
—— Investment performance
—— Cost controls in administering and investing
member assets.
——
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Pensioner reserve funding level
This reserve is evaluated on an annual basis by the
Fund’s external valuator to ensure its assets are
sufficient to meet future pensioner liabilities. The
main assumptions used to determine the solvency
of this reserve are also evaluated annually to ensure
reasonableness and relevance to the Fund’s actual
liability profile.
The Board has, in conjunction with the investment
consultant, adopted an asset allocation in respect of
the pensioner reserve that is based on a liability
driven investment approach. The overall result of the
asset allocation and future return assumptions is an

expected real return (discount rate) of 3,6% per
annum (June 2015: 3,9%) at 30 June 2016. This
rate is monitored and reviewed on a monthly basis.
However, since the target pension increase is 80%
of inflation, the Fund formally uses a discount rate of
5,0% (expected future real investment return minus
80% of inflation) to value its liabilities. This is done to
ensure that the Fund maintains an adequate
solvency reserve (above 100%). The Board, in
conjunction with the valuator, uses the real return
rate of 3,6% (100% of CPI) to determine the
affordability of pension increases and to determine
investment strategy.
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Leadership review continued
Chief Financial Officer’s report continued

A brief summary of the valuation assumptions used is set out below (previous two statutory valuation date
assumptions provided for comparative purposes):
30 June
2016

30 June
2015
(Statutory)

30 June
2012
(Statutory)

Net post-retirement discount rate (80% of CPI*)

5,0%

5,3%

5,8%

Net post-retirement discount rate (100% of CPI)

3,6%

3,9%

4,7%

Mortality – Pensioners

Based on
PA90 table with
a mortality
improvement
of 0,5% per
annum applied
from 1 July 2009

Based on
PA90 table with
a mortality
improvement
of 0,5% per
annum applied
from 1 July 2009

Fund specific
table

Mortality – Disability pensioners

PA90 table rated
up by 4 years

PA90 table rated
up by 4 years

Fund specific
table

Spouse’s age difference (if unknown)

4 years

4 years

4 years

Expenses (as % of pensioner payroll)

1,0%

1,0%

1,0%

* Consumer Price Index.

The valuation results for the last five years are reflected in the following graphs. Valuations reflected are based
on the two different discount rates used, and before and after the October pension increase and any bonus
(this indicates the effect of the increase and bonus on the financial year-end funding level of the same year).
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The results confirm that the funding level of the reserve
at June each year remained close to 100% (measured
at 100% of CPI discount rate, even post the
October pension increase and bonus). The exception
being June 2012 and June 2016, when the funding
level was 95,5% and 95,7% respectively. The Fund
has therefore been able to grant pension increases in
line with or in excess of CPI, except for 2012.
A solvency reserve of between 4,2% and 13,5% in
excess of 100% (at 80% of CPI discount rate, post
October pension increase and bonus) was
maintained at June each year from 2012 to 2016.
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Risk benefit reserve

Risk pool balance
(Rm)
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The risk benefit reserve experienced a steady
decline from June 2014 from a balance of
R180 million to R142 million at 30 June 2015
(including unallocated contributions at 30 June 2015
of R24 million and R23 million at 30 June 2014),
indicating that risk multiples paid did not match
contributions plus investment returns, less
expenses. The balance of R142 million was lower
than the actuarially recommended reserve level of
R181 million at 30 June 2015. This recommended
reserve level constitutes the sum of a CAR (capital
adequacy reserve using the guidelines from FSB
circular PF117) of R123 million and an IBNR
(incurred but not reported equal to two months’
premiums) of R58 million.

2016

Pool balance at 30 June*
CAR/IBNR

* Includes unallocated contributions at financial year-end

As a result, the Board, on advice of the actuary and the Business Development and Review Committee,
revised the risk benefit offering during the 2016 financial year. Below is a table reflecting the contribution rates
(as percentage of risk salary) and benefits offering (expressed as times annual risk salary) of the various cover
options applicable from 1 January 2016 compared to the previous offering.
From 1 July 2013 to
31 December 2015

From 1 January 2016

Risk cover
options

Old death
and
disability
cover

Old death
cover cost

Old
disability
cover cost

A
B
C
D (Default)
E
F

–
1 times
2 times
3 times
4 times
5 times

–
0,50%
1,00%
1,50%
2,10%
2,65%

–
0,30%
0,60%
1,00%
1,26%
1,59%

New death
and
disability New death
cover cover cost
–
0,85 times
1,68 times
2,50 times
3,36 times
4,20 times

–
0,42%
0,84%
1,25%
1,76%
2,24%

New
disability
cover cost

Reduction
in cover

–
0,38%
0,76%
1,25%
1,60%
2,00%

–
15%
16%
17%
16%
16%

Since the implementation of the new cover limits, the balance of the reserve has stabilised at R141 million at
30 June 2016 (unallocated contributions of R24 million at 30 June 2016 included). While this balance is still
below the actuarially recommended reserve level of R158 million, the Board is confident that the reserve
will recover to the desired level during the 2017 financial year.
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Leadership review continued
Chief Financial Officer’s report continued

Cash flow
The Fund continues to experience large cash
outflows and therefore needs to maintain a core
of liquid investments. Below is a summary of the
annual net outflows.
Total
2016
(Rm)

(%)
20

Total
2015
(Rm)

15

0
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3 years

11,9

17,2

3 481

16,4

3 870

11,8

(8 093)

15,5

(8 218)

5

15,0

2 894
1 718

8,3

2 808
1 540

11,6

10

9,3

Contributions and
transfers received
Investment income
Less: Benefits and
transfers paid and
expenses
Net cash outflow

Wealth Builder

5 years

Return

The Fund monitors its daily, monthly, quarterly and
annual cash flows to ensure assets are liquidated in
a timely and responsible manner when required. This
liquidation process is based on a well-documented
rebalance strategy that forms part of the Fund’s
investment strategy.

Benchmark
Objective (CPI +5%)

The following investments are less liquid and are
monitored carefully to ensure that these remain
within acceptable maximum limits:
Private equity
—— Frontier markets
—— Credit bonds
—— Hedge funds.
——

Inflation Protector
(%)
20

15

Investment performance
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16,2
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15,2
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8,6

5

11,3
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Sentinel maintained its relative performance in line
with long-term real return objectives. This target will
be tested in the next two or three years due to an
environment of lower returns, coupled with higher
inflation levels. Asset-based benchmark
outperformance remains a challenge, although the
2016 financial year did reflect an improvement. We
remain confident that over the longer term our active
approach to investment management will bear fruit.
History suggests that the current high level of
uncertainty and volatility in investment markets
should suit active managers and will add value to
investment performances.

5 years

Return
Benchmark
Objective (CPI +4,75%)
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Pension Protector

Pensioner
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Cost management

Post-year-end events

The Board controls the cost of managing the Fund
with assistance of the Audit and Risk Committee.
Cost management is based on an annual budget
that gets approved by the Board on the advice of
the Audit and Risk Committee. The actual cost is
reported against the budget at Audit and Risk
Committee and Board meetings. The total cost
consists of two main components, being investment
management cost and administration cost.
Recovery of these costs is based on the member’s
Fund credit, while in the case of the pensioner pool
and risk reserve, these are levied against the total
pool value. Cost recovery ratios can fluctuate
significantly from year to year as some investment
managers are remunerated on investment
performance relative to their benchmarks.

No events have occurred since the financial yearend that materially affect the financials as disclosed.

During the current financial year, actual recovery
ratios marginally exceeded budgeted recovery
ratios. This was largely the result of changes to the
investment structure.

Summary
As evidenced above, and by the external valuator
report for each financial year-end, the Fund and its
reserve accounts are in a sound financial position.
The pensioner reserve had a solvency reserve of
8,4% above 100% after taking into account the
October 2016 increase and November 2016 bonus.
The risk reserve benefit changes of 1 January 2016
had the desired effect by increasing the reserve to
R141 million from the lowest balance during the year
of R105 million.
Cash outflows of R3 870 million remain a challenge,
but are being carefully managed. Investment returns,
while muted when compared to prior years, remain
competitive at 9,3% to 10,2%.

JS Fouché
Chief Financial Officer
6 October 2016
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